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in seconds instead of minutes or hours—
saving lives and potentially millions of dollars in
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Calgary, Saskatoon, and Yellowknife.
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and Reporting and Analysis Solutions—serving Fire, EMS
and Police.
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North Vancouver, BC V7P 3P7 Canada
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TeraMach is a technology solution provider that
serves Public Sector and Enterprise clients across
Canada. Since 1996, customers have viewed
TeraMach as a trusted supplier of hardware,
software, professional services, and stafﬁng.
TeraMach’s differentiation is based on providing
reliable technology solutions focused on customer
success. No matter how you measure success,
everything we do at TeraMach is dedicated to
understanding the unique needs and challenges
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exceptional results to ensure the highest level of
customer satisfaction.
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Reliable technology solutions focused on customer success
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❭❭Keeping in Touch
arTIsTs oF IT
all participants), and tools to help guide and

information to ensure sound decision-making

govern the process of implementation. a few

and demonstrate the value of the services

of the learning highlights include:

our municipalities deliver. as artists, we

• all municipalities share similar challenges

are passionate about our life’s work, spend

and opportunities for efficiencies regardless

countless hours refining our craft, and work

of size;

ceaselessly to ensure everyone that interacts

• we need to begin collecting consistent data

with our canvas is able to enjoy and benefit

on the costs associated with service deliv-

from the experience. The conference com-

ery to effectively make a business case for

mittee has worked hard to create a learning

changing our service delivery model;

experience that will be both entertaining

• collaborating at a regional/provincial level

and rewarding. as artists, we also relish in

will elevate our municipalities’ understand-

sharing our work. We have a great line-up

ing of the opportunities to enhance servi-

of municipal speakers, great support from

ces through the use of technology and our

our vendors willing to share their expertise

shared commitment to build capacity within

with our delegates, and, of course, lots of

our existing means to deliver solutions that

opportunities to share stories of our work

ello mIsa members! I get

make a difference to our citizens.

and celebrate success. It will be my 7th year

the pleasure to share a little bit

Through these discussions, many of our

with the mIsa family, and I hope we will

about what’s been happening

members have begun to change their own

with mIsa Prairies in the past

conversations from trying to figure out how to

a few weeks ago, our mIsa Canada

By Sabina Visser,
President, MISA Prairies

h

see you there!

do more with less individually, to creatively

President, Kathryn bulko said “mIsa is

as many of you know, I have been leading

working together to leverage our investments

more than an association of members that col-

a regional Collaboration Initiative on shared

and enhance services. Today, there are no

laborate together…we are family – we share

Technology service Delivery, funded under a

boundaries for technology. We are now on a

and we care about one another.” I joined the

collaboration grant from alberta municipal

journey to cross borders between municipal

mIsa family in 2009, and the experience has

affairs. as we all discussed our shared chal-

services collaboratively using technology.

been wonderful. From the first mIsa confer-

year, and it’s been a busy one!

lenges during our 2013 Prairies Conference

We are all very excited about this year’s

ence I attended, I always felt like I belonged.

roundtable, Charlene nagy-Gyorgy from the

mIsa Prairies Conference – the art of IT.

my extended mIsa family has taught me

Town of okotoks, alberta, suggested using

as black and white as technology might be,

so many things. I know I can count on my

this grant to fund working together to solve our

successful implementations require us to

mIsa friends for help, support, advice, and

shared problems – meeting citizen expecta-

be artists of our craft, creatively applying

some great laughs. everyone takes the time

tions, enhancing service delivery, and declin-

knowledge from many other disciplines to

to share information, and simply reach out to

ing budgets. Fortunately for us, the Province

deliver a rich and colourful experience. as

see how things are going. I remember some-

agreed! over 18 municipalities have been

IT artists, we are able to see across the organ-

one saying, every mIsa conference is like a

working together with our consultant Tantus

ization and influence change: improve busi-

family reunion, every relationship continues

solutions Group Inc. to identify actionable

ness processes by breaking down silos and

as if time hadn’t passed between events, and

priorities where we can share service delivery

connecting systems of people, process and

new family members are welcomed with open

and knowledge.

technology. We engage employees to ensure

arms. It’s one of the reasons I volunteer my

This project has resulted in some great

they are willing and able to adapt to change.

time with mIsa: I get so much back in return

collaboration, an inventory of shared service

We deliver a user experience where services

– both professionally and personally. Thank

opportunities (by municipality and across

are consumed intuitively, and we synthesize

you all for being part of our family.
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●

❭❭Column
MISA/ASIM NewS
aCross CanaDa
30 Years of MISA Publications

MCIO 2015 Summit

January 25, 2015 marked the 30th anniversary of the first mIsa newsletter.

municipal IT leaders from across Canada are

Published in 1985 by regena lerke, City of Peterborough, the newsletter came

invited to attend the 5th Annual MISA/ASIM Canada

out five times that year before being branded with the name “Interface” in 1986.

municipal CIo summit from august 9th to 11th in
halifax, nova scotia.
The 2015 mCIo summit, to be held at the beautiful
halifax marriott harbourfront hotel, will continue
to provide an excellent opportunity for heads of the
IT department, and their seconds-in-command, an
opportunity to collaborate and continue discussions
on national issues of common interest.

MISA BC Spring Workshop
& AGM 2015
The 2015 mIsa spring Workshop will be hosted by
the City of Port alberni at the best Western barclay
Plus hotel on april 23 & 24, 2015.
The theme is “risks and Design Thinking.” Design
Thinking is a collaborative and systematic approach
to solving a wide range of complex problems. We will
introduce participants to each stage of the design
process, work through exercises that will apply the
stages of the design thinking process to our workplaces, look at some of the risks that may be part of
design thinking, and finally look at assessing our own
personal risk capacity.
elections for the four mIsa bC executive Committee
positions will take place during the 2015 mIsa bC
annual General meeting on Thursday, april 23.
For more information, please contact
springconference@misa.bc.ca.

Save the Date! MISA Ontario Annual InfoSec Conference
The 2015 Infosec Conference will be held from september 28 to 30 at the White oaks resort in niagara-on-the-lake, ontario.
8
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❭❭Feature
For mIsa ChaPTers,

IT’s all abouT
CollaboraTIon
By James Careless, special to Municipal Interface

C

ollaboraTIon: ThaT’s

Sharing Since the Beginning

IT departments across Canada. This growth

The essence of the relationship

mIsa’s heritage is solidly based in the notion

resulted in an expanding class of municipal

between Canada’s mIsa chapters.

of sharing. The first chapter of mIsa – mIsa

IT professionals whose political masters kept

since the first mIsa chapter was

ontario – began as an informal association

tasking them with ever-more responsibilities.

founded in ontario in 1971, the emphasis has

of municipal IT professionals who networked

Put these forces together, and one can under-

always been on municipal IT professionals

together to share ideas and solutions. The

stand why municipal IT professionals in west-

helping each other out every way they can.

evolution of this association into mIsa ontario

ern Canada eventually founded mIsa bC in

“mIsa’s goal has always been to improve

in 1971 merely formalized this cooperative,

1994, aided by the organizational support

the breadth and quality of the IT services

collaborative grouping into something more

and permission to use the mIsa name from

delivered to Canadian municipalities and, by

structured and official; namely, a provincial

mIsa ontario.

extension, to the public,” said sabina Visser,

group with the clout and resources to organ-

“When mIsa Prairies was founded in

President of mIsa Prairies. “our members

ize conventions (annually since 1979), work-

2002 [mIsa bC], helped them out with a

have always pursued this goal through col-

shops, and the Municipal Interface newsletter

$10,000 grant,” said Guillermo Ferrero, mIsa

laboration, sharing, and mutual support.”

(since 1985).

bC’s President. “now that mIsa atlantic is

The reason mIsa members and their

“although mIsa ontario was focussed in

being re-established, mIsa Prairies, mIsa

chapters are so committed to sharing has to

this province, we soon attracted IT people

bC and mIsa ontario have helped out in a

do with the nature of municipal IT. “We’re

from other parts of Canada who wanted to

similar manner.”

not in competition with each other; we’re col-

take part,” said Wiseman. “no problem: We

legial,” explained roy Wiseman, executive

were happy to invite them to attend our events,

More Than Just Money

Director of MISA/ASIM Canada. “Being

and to collaborate with them. The result was

money helps, but it can’t do everything. This

collegial, it is as if we are all colleagues

that our overall knowledge base and effective-

is why mIsa chapters help one another out

in the same IT department. our intent is to

ness increased the more IT people joined us.

by taking part in conferences and workshops,

help each other serve our local governments

everyone benefited!”

sharing knowledge, supporting education in

better, so we all do what we can to help each
other out.”
10

The expansion of IT into municipal govern-

other regions, and generally doing what they

ment spurred the establishment of municipal

can to make one another’s working lives easier.

Municipal interface | Visit www.misa-asim.ca and check out our digital edition.

one benefit of this sharing culture is
that these chapters and Quebec’s réseau
de l’Informatique municipale du Québec
(RIMQ) successfully created MISA/ASIM
Canada in 2006 to serve as municipal IT’s
national voice. “The regional chapters have
been effective in communicating our concerns
to our respective provincial governments,”
said wiseman. “MISA/ASIM National acts

❭

The national website is itself an example of collaboration, with
three chapters (ontario, Prairies and atlantic) saving money by
sharing the costs and benefits of a common web platform.

MISA/ASIM Canada also serves as the hub

“This is a powerful fusion of knowledge and

for all of us at the federal level. having a

for the informational forums and events man-

national organization allows us to influence

agement for the country’s chapters, through

The national website is itself an example

the federal government’s IT initiatives and

its website at www.misa-asim.ca. “These

of collaboration, with three chapters (ontario,

policies, and allows our members to tap into

forums allow Canada’s municipal IT profes-

Prairies and atlantic) saving money by shar-

any procurement and funding benefits both

sionals to ask questions and share solutions

ing the costs and benefits of a common web

levels of government offer us.”

with their peers nationwide,” said Ferrero.

platform. a recent rFP for a common event

immediacy.”

Municipal interface | The National Professional Journal of MISA/ASIM Canada | April 2015
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application – to be used at the conferences of

said roy Wiseman. “one municipal IT

MISA conferences, regional/social events and

participating chapters – provides yet another

department may devise an in-house program

workshops, and can tap into mIsa’s database

example of practical sharing to reduce costs

that addresses not only their needs, but the

of reference materials, white papers and dis-

for all.

needs of municipalities across Canada. by

cussion forums, and to post job opportunities

Finally, the national organization allows

sharing such programs through mIsa, we

and rFPs online free of charge.

chapters to participate in an international

save each other money, and help solve each

organization of associations called linked

other’s problems.”

all told, “mIsa is much more than an
association for IT professionals – it’s a family

organization of local authorities (lola).

In a related benefit, working together

that is always there to support one another,

This allows mIsa members to acquire

through mIsa can help individual muni-

which shares and cares,” said Kathryn bulko,

best practices in municipal IT from coun-

cipalities cope with unwelcome product

MISA/ASIM Canada’s President. “Together,

tries around the world. For instance, mIsa

change. a case in point: “The vendor that

we are a strong force to advocate for our

ontario is now considering a revived muni-

makes a particular program that is used by

local provincial governments and the federal

cipal Technology Directory, based on a model

many recreation departments has decided

government, as well as industry leaders, on

implemented in new Zealand.

to change their costing and delivery model,

municipal IT matters.”

increasing costs to municipalities,” said

The Advantages of Collaboration

Visser. “Through mIsa, our chapters are

Keeping Up with Progress

on their own, municipal IT professionals

working together to develop a solution to

The collaborative support offered by mIsa

in a single government can be an isolated,

this problem.”

chapters and MISA/ASIM National doesn’t

under-powered group. The demands they face,

mIsa chapters can also generate height-

just help Canada’s municipal IT professionals

coupled with the paucity of funding due to

ened buying power by banding together.

cope with today’s challenges; it helps prepare

tight municipal budgets, can make meeting

“There is power in numbers,” said Wiseman.

them to keep up with progress as well. This is

their leaders’ demands seemingly impossible.

“Working together, we’ve been able to create

vital at a time when IT’s impact on government

by banding together through mIsa chap-

buying groups that can purchase hardware

and society in general is expanding exponen-

ters, these professionals change the game.

and software in volume, which motivates vend-

tially. even small municipal IT departments

even though they may be as few as two or

ors to offer us per-unit discounts.”

have to cope with the increasing use of apps,

three within their specific administration,

That’s not all: MISA/ASIM Canada has

the number of employees who bring their own

belonging to mIsa makes them part of a large

created a national Vendor Program, mak-

WiFi-enabled devices to work and expect to

“virtual” IT department, where knowledge is

ing it possible for a vendor to register (and

connect to the government network, and the

freely shared.

pay) once to participate in mIsa chapters

demand for municipal services to be avail-

“one area where we help each other in the

across Canada. mIsa national Partners also

able online in real-time, across an increasing

sharing of custom-made software programs,”

receive reduced prices for taking part in all

number of platforms.

TERRACOM SYSTEMS
6-1369 Stevens Road
West Kelowna, BC V1Z 2S9
Phone: 778-755-5808 Fax: 778-755-5809

Our Mission: to provide technologically superior and
innovative solutions with exceptional quality and service
Our Commitment: to provide outstanding customer care
and quality material installation, guaranteed workmanship
and supreme service

• Partnered with Avigilon and Kantech
• Terracom Systems is BC’s premium
solution for systems integration for the
safety of public, staff and management
• We provide cloud-based solutions for
centralized management of multiple sites
• We provide solutions for life safety
and security
• High definition video surveillance and
access control solutions

• We have the products and solutions to
boost efficiency, reliability, and security
for municipal facilities
• 24 Hour emergency service
• Terracom Systems has an established
history of successful system integrations
with the Interior Health Authority,
Schools, RCMP Facilities, Commercial and
Industrial sites, and Municipalities such
as the City of Kelowna

www.terracomsystems.com

| Visit www.misa-asim.ca and check out our digital edition.
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“It is tougher than ever to be an IT person in a small municipal government,” said
Visser. “mIsa can make a big difference in
helping such people cope with their workloads, by providing a level of support and
interactions with colleagues who understand
what municipal IT professional are dealing
with. That’s why our chapters keep growing
in size: The demand for our services is def-

❭

“The sharing between mIsa members and chapters helps to
reduce the cost of keeping up with change, while keeping service
levels high – and enhancing them.”

public and member areas on the web sites

A visit to the MISA/ASIM Canada website

makes clear just how much is available to

initely out there.”
The combined buying power of mIsa

(via www.misa-asim.ca).

mIsa members.

The MISA/ASIM Canada site is the place

chapters also matters at a time when gov-

a case in point: Is your IT department

to go to learn about the association’s annual

ernment budgets are under pressure, yet IT

struggling with the relationship between IT

national mCIo summit. It gives municipal

components and systems need updating or

and government administration, and how the

CIos the chance to meet face to face and col-

replacing. “our administrations are more

former can help the latter achieve its goals?

laborate on common issues they’re facing. In

reliant on IT than ever before,” said Ferrero.

mIsa chapters addressed this issue 20 years

a move to boost the re-establishment of mIsa

“but they do not necessarily have the money

ago through the creation of the municipal

atlantic, the mCIo 2015 summit will be held

to pay for everything they need. The shar-

reference model (mrm) to describe and

in halifax august 9 to 11, 2015. “This is the

ing between mIsa members and chapters

improve the business of government.

place where the heads of the IT department,

helps to reduce the cost of keeping up with

Today, the “mrm is now part of a family

and their seconds-in-command, can collabor-

change, while keeping service levels high –

of reference models, including the Psrm

ate and continue discussions on issues that

(ontario) and the Gsrm (Government of

matter to us all, wherever we are in Canada,”

Canada) that have stood the test of time,”

Wiseman said.

and enhancing them.”

Leveraging the Strength of MISA

states the MISA/ASIM Canada web site.

The bottom line: The collaboration and

a mIsa member reading this article right

“These models describe the business of

sharing that have made mIsa chapters and

now may well ask themselves, “Well, what has

government from the outside-in, in terms of

MISA/ASIM Canada what they are today

mIsa done for me lately?” The right answer

the programs and services that governments

are more useful than ever to Canada’s muni-

to this question is actually another question:

provide and how these contribute to achiev-

cipal IT professionals. If there was ever a

What have you done to access mIsa’s many

ing defined policy outcomes.” more data is

time to benefit from all mIsa has to offer it,

collaborative benefits lately?

available through the MISA/ASIM Canada

now is it.
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“ An excellent course for individuals wanting to understand
and practice the skills required to strategically align
information technology with the business.”

Transforming IT Professionals into Business Leaders

Sabina Visser, General Manager, Information Technology,
City of Lethbridge

Become a leader in technology transformation and earn a place at the strategic core of your municipality.

Move from Learning to Leadership

Emerging IT Leader Program

Leaders Beyond education programs enable IT professionals to
become leaders armed with critical real-world skills and expertise,
along with the ability to understand, interpret and respond to the
technology challenges and opportunities of today’s municipalities.

Aspiring IT leaders gain knowledge and skills to step up to a
management role.

Contact us for details on all the upcoming Leaders Beyond programs:

An intensive 5-day program, delivered by an outstanding faculty of
real-world experts:

IT Executive Leader Program

Learn to identify opportunities and build convincing plans to
address them

Advanced IT Executive Effectiveness Program

Gain practical management skills to take a leadership role in IT

Custom programs for IT or business leadership

Develop a collaborative approach for both IT and business
environments

For details, dates and locations please visit
www.LeadersBeyond.com

Learn to move challenges and opportunities into successful outcomes

www.LeadersBeyond.com info@leadersbeyond.com (416) 572-7745

735935_Leaders.indd 1

730513_SRA.indd 1

Special rates for MISA members!
Simply check the MISA box when you register at
www.LeadersBeyond.com
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❭❭Feature

broaDbanD

For eVeryone
Collaboration for Connectivity in southwestern ontario
By S. Ashleigh Weeden, MPA, Communications & Community Engagement, Connected County Initiative, Grey County

Connectivity Matters

the premise that regardless of location, age,

out-migration from smaller, rural communities

merriam-Webster’s dictionary defines “con-

or occupation, everyone deserves access to

to larger urban centres continues to rise as

nection” as “something that joins or connects

high-speed broadband – and that this infra-

people leave their hometowns in search of

two or more things; the act of connecting two

structure will transform southwestern ontario

jobs and livelihoods. This rural exodus means

or more things or the state of being connected;

by enabling the strategic use of broadband and

shrinking assessment bases and, as a result,

or a situation in which two or more things have

information and communication technologies

less money that municipalities have available

the same cause, origin, goal, etc.”

to promote innovative, creative community and

to invest in critical infrastructure. as people

economic development.

leave and the tax-base shrinks, community

In the new global economy, connection –
especially joining people and ideas – has

centres, schools, and libraries close, weak-

never been more critical. The digital revolu-

Why Broadband? Why SWIFT?

ening the social fabric that binds the rural

tion and Internet have made connectivity the

In southwestern ontario, income disparity

community together.

critical backbone of our lives, and the Western

between rural and urban citizens has been

as these two trends combine, urban com-

ontario Wardens’ Caucus (WoWC) is lead-

growing for a number of years. our urban

munities are beginning to buckle under

ing an important collaborative infrastructure

communities, once the economic engine

the added strain on the infrastructure and

project to bring ultra-high-speed broadband

of Canada, have lost, and continue to lose,

social programs that comes from increasing

connectivity to all of southwestern ontario.

thousands of well-paying jobs. single indus-

in-migration. urban sprawl increases costs

The Caucus is made up of the heads of the

try towns are being hollowed out as large

for transit systems, roads expansion and

fifteen rural upper tier and single tier muni-

employers shutter businesses. The result is

reconstruction, and water and waste water

cipalities in south west ontario.

a shrinking economy and an identity crisis,

systems, while at the same time, a large capital

The south West Integrated Fibre

as once-robust communities search for new

backlog exists from decades of underfund-

Technology (sWIFT) Initiative is based on

ways to sustain themselves. at the same time,

ing the necessary refurbishment of current
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sWIFT will provide connectivity for nearly 10 per cent of Canada’s population across over 310 communities, providing service to areas with population densities
as low as 4 persons per square kilometre.

infrastructure. urban hospitals and schools
struggle to keep up with demand, while trying
to hold the line on costs.
as rural communities decline, access to
local clinics and doctors, schools and libraries,
community centres and job opportunities begin
to disappear. as urban communities struggle
to keep up with an influx of people relying on
their already strained systems, the need to

❭

sWIFT will build a fibre optic network that will give everyone
open access to affordable, reliable, and scalable connections to
the people, places, and things they need to in order to thrive and
prosper in the global economy.

“virtuous cycle,” where all boats rise with

to over three million people: fibre con-

address rising unemployment, equitable deliv-

the tide, and believes that sWIFT will be the

nectivity to every resident, farm, business,

ery of healthcare, education, and government

project to achieve that virtuous cycle. sWIFT

and public sector site across a territory of

services can overwhelm cities’ ability to cope.

will build a fibre optic network that will give

41,286 square kilometres. That means that

This phenomenon is commonly known as “the

everyone open access to affordable, reliable,

sWIFT will provide connectivity for nearly

vicious cycle” – a continuous downward spiral,

and scalable connections to the people,

10 per cent of Canada’s population across

where all boats sink with the tide.

places, and things they need to in order to

over 310 communities, providing service to

many communities across the region are

thrive and prosper in the global economy. With

areas with population densities as low as

caught in this vicious cycle of economic and

every person, place, and thing connected to

4 persons per square kilometre. The first

social struggle and decline. This downward

sWIFT’s digital network, all boats will rise

phase of the project will be funded through

spiral affects the health and wellbeing of our

with the tide of the broadband economy.

the new building Canada Fund, including

residents, our institutions, and our businesses.

on the technical side, sWIFT will offer

$160 million in Federal and Provincial funds,

Instead, the WoWC is looking to support a

up to 1 Gbps service for under $100/month

$60 million from internet service providers,
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$20 million from municipalities and other
supporters (total cost $240 million). When
the first phase is done, a majority of the
310 points of presence will be connected
to the carrier hotel in Toronto at 151 Front
street (and IXPs in Windsor or sarnia) with
redundant connections (path and electronics). The network will be built to metro
ethernet Forum two (meF2) standards and

❭

“sWIFT has been built entirely through collaborative efforts,
because we’re solving a problem that depends on skilled
individuals from all sectors applying their talents to addressing
our current lack of access and create future opportunities for
our communities.”

“sWIFT has been built entirely through

There are common patterns in the quest

certified so the network can be trusted by

collaborative efforts, because we’re solving

for revitalization: no matter the sector, agri-

industry and users.

a problem that depends on skilled individ-

culture, health, education, government, art-

Collaboratively driven broadband initia-

uals from all sectors applying their talents

ists and business all have lessons to share

tives are gaining popularity throughout

to addressing our current lack of access and

and needs to be addressed by connectivity.

Canada and the united states, marking a sea

create future opportunities for our commun-

because of these shared interests, the sWIFT

change in the way people value connectivity

ities,” says hogan of the project. “everyone

steering committee has representation from

for community and economic development.

has a stake in this. There is not a single sector

school boards and post-secondary institutions,

sWIFT is critical for putting southwestern

in our economy that won’t be touched and

municipalities, health care, the private sector,

ontario on equal footing not only with global

improved by the benefits of the kind of fibre-

and municipalities. ongoing meetings have

competitors such as south Korea, but with

optic connectivity promised by sWIFT –

developed strong partnerships between sWIFT

other Canadian communities like those served

whether it’s education, industry, agriculture

and communities across Western ontario, as

by the eastern ontario regional network

or someone building a new business, the

well as garnered support from partners like

and the north Western ontario broadband

ability to access affordable, high-quality,

the southern First nations secretariat and

expansion Initiative of the nishnawbe aski

high-speed internet connectivity is crucial

Grey bruce health services. by working to

nation territory.

to supporting our communities’ current and

bring all the players to the table to advocate

future vitality.”

for the required infrastructure while sharing

sWIFT will produce more opportunities
for the people that call southwestern ontario

Collaboration is not just at the heart of

the stories of individuals and organizations

home to access new opportunities for work, lei-

the planning stages for sWIFT, but is baked

that are leveraging technology in compelling

sure and learning anywhere in the globe from

into the project’s implementation model. by

ways, we’re creating meaningful connections

their home communities. Greater connectivity

leveraging the collective buying power of all

between the “how” and the “why” of what’s

means greater access to digital learning and

users in the region, sWIFT overcomes the

involved in connecting communities – and

skills development, opportunities to create

present issue of users being unable to negoti-

illuminating a new way forward.

new businesses and reinvent existing oppor-

ate successfully with service providers on an

tunities, access to local and global supply

individual level and service providers choos-

chains, and the opportunity to connect with

ing broadband winners and losers based on

About the Western Ontario
Wardens’ Caucus

social, cultural, and economic opportunities

profit margins rather than social or economic

The WoWC is a not-for-profit organization

anywhere in the world.

needs, creating inequities between commun-

comprised of the heads of Councils for com-

ities. sWIFT will also create opportunities

munities across Western ontario, representing

Collaboration for Civic Innovation

for regional ethernet fibre optic connectivity

15 upper and single tier municipalities. Visit

Grey County has been a strong supporter of

amongst peer institutions that share services

wowc.ca for more information.

sWIFT and similar broadband-based initia-

and collaborate on projects, which will help

For more information about the sWIFT

tives across the region, piloting Cisco’s smart +

communities address complex challenges

Initiative, visit swiftnetwork.ca or find us on

Connected Communities benchmarking pro-

and create new opportunities for innovation.

Twitter at @networkswift or on Facebook as

cess for the southwest economic alliance

regional collaboration of this nature reduces

“networkswift”.

(sWea) in 2013. Geoff hogan, Grey County’s

costs by creating a platform for shared appli-

Director of Information Technology, and

cations and service deliver, which elimin-

Ashleigh Weeden is an award-winning com-

Grey County staff have been instrumental

ates redundancies for smaller or more remote

munity engagement practitioner who enjoys

in supporting the ongoing effort to bring the

communities and institutions who choose to

taking the lid off local government so everyone

sWIFT broadband initiative to fruition.

work together.

can play.
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●

Help your
business perform
at its peak
SaskTel is the ﬁrst Cisco partner in Saskatchewan to offer
the new Hosted Collaboration Solution (HCS). SaskTel
HCS is powered by Cisco’s industry leading collaboration
technology and offers uniﬁed communication and
collaboration (UC&C) applications, housed in the
secure SaskTel enterprise-class Data Centre.

• no upfront capital investment
• scalable and ﬂexible usage-based model so you only
pay for what you need
• never worry about managing software versions again
• free up your IT staff to focus on strategic priorities
• 24/7 support from our Cisco certiﬁed experts

With SaskTel HCS, we manage the infrastructure, allowing
you to focus on your business.

Insight. Strategy. Expert solutions.

Let’s talk Business.
sasktel.com/hcs
Your Life. Connected.™

❭❭Feature

The 12 moDules

oF hIGhly
eFFeCTIVe
PeoPle
how the housing Collaborative Initiative plans to create
an IT solution for the sector that needs it the most.
By Robyn Gravelle, Halton Region, and Tim Labenek, City of Ottawa

C

ollaboraTIon Is DeFIneD

for the need of the consumer have resulted in

of building and hosting an integrated system

as the art of a group of people

systems that do not talk to each other and have

that will meet the needs of service managers,

working together to create, pro-

become outdated, unsupported and archaic in

housing Providers and applicants becomes

duce or achieve a vision or a goal.

the ever evolving realm of information technol-

manageable when divided by the eight mem-

For eight service managers, this is what col-

ogy. To date, a province-wide system such as

bers of the hCI.

laboration looks like: approximately 32 hous-

sDmT, aIms or sams has not been avail-

With this new 12 module system, service

ing, finance, IT and legal staff, nominees,

able for the social housing sector. reporting

managers and housing Providers alike will

delegates, and subject matter experts all com-

and data management is essential for service

have access to input and update affordable

ing together to build an affordable housing

managers, and the existence of a single system

housing information, which will be gathered

solutions system. From ottawa to Windsor,

that supports the required functions of social

by creating a secure portal and database with

with halton, hamilton, york, london,

housing programs has been a challenge.

common and consistent data naming conven-

Chatham-Kent and Waterloo in between, these
eight make it work.

In 2011, the proverbial “breaking point”

tions. online data collection practices will

in these challenges was reached; on april 1

streamline data acquisition and reporting and

In 2010, ontario’s long-Term affordable

of that year, service managers from Chatham

will reduce errors and mitigate risk. applicants

housing strategy identified a need for a

Kent, hamilton, halton, london, Waterloo,

for housing programs will have access to a

coordinated effort to improve access to afford-

Windsor and york came together and the

publicly accessible user-friendly and secure

able housing. since the download of housing

housing Collaborative Initiative (hCI) was

portal where they can apply for affordable hous-

programs to municipalities in 2000, service

formed. In 2013, ottawa’s service manager

ing opportunities, and update their application

managers responsible for housing programs

and housing staff saw the benefits of the

and building selections in real-time without

across the province have had to rely on their

collaboration, proposed an additional module

the need for travel, postage or paper. This will

own computerized systems for information

and subsequently joined the hCI. by working

provide a significant value add to the client, and

management of waitlists for housing units,

together, the hCI members will collectively

the provider, who will benefit from both cost

rent calculations, financial administration and

benefit from innovation, efficiencies, integra-

and time savings in terms of administration.

housing data. Fragmented systems that are

tion of best practices, and service delivery. It

What sets this collaborative effort apart

either custom built for the municipality using

wasn’t just about shared access and a shared

from the rest is that the intent of hCI is not

it, or purchased off the shelf based on best fit

vision; it was also about cost savings. The cost

to create a system solely for improvement of

20
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the eight municipalities daily working lives;
the intent is that this integrated system will
be designed to further open the door on access
to affordable housing across ontario. hCI
came together to provide the groundwork and
development costs for a system that would be
available via licensing to all service managers
and housing Providers once it is launched.
you might think of it as the “Field of Dreams”
housing software: if we build it, they will come.
on some days it feels like the odds are
against them; single tier and two tier municipalities with different roles and responsibilities, local rules for housing programs,
overlapping and different bylaws. Thankfully,
the hCI group are all in the same time zone,
and have a common goal – without those two
things, they would be in big trouble.
Weekly status updates via Webex and conference calls where all members of the hCI
need to engage in roundtable discussions,

trust each other, and learn from each other.

just each other; they will begin to work with

without the physical table, aren’t easy tasks.

They must communicate with each other, and

a software developer to perform design, test-

The members of the hCI are also tasked with

sometimes this means they reach high levels of

ing, and acceptance of each module of the

balancing this project in addition to their roles

frustration when the modes of communication

software being developed. This will involve

and responsibilities of their day-to-day program

get lost in translation. The members experi-

facilitating end user testing for municipal

administration; it is because of this that it takes

ence those “ah ha!” moments when they all

staff, housing providers and the public to

a great deal of logistics, scheduling and corral-

find themselves on the same page and reach

ensure that the system meets the needs of all

ling to get all of the members in the same place

agreements on new ideas thought up through

users. once the software application is fully

at the same time, even if only over the phone.

the creative discussion process.

developed and ready for launch, the hope

They celebrate milestones together, and

of hCI is that service managers across the

building the business requirements docu-

not just business ones. marriages, babies,

province will find value in a new, custom-

but they do it. and they enjoy it. most days.
ment was like building an empire; with all of

birthdays, and retirements are celebrated

built “by us, for us” system that will further

the collective differences, every box had to be

much like the way a family would celebrate.

assist in addressing the need for affordable

ticked, and every want had to be evaluated.

The hCI group have been together for four

housing in ontario.

hCI isn’t just building a system for their own

years, and the only constant has been change.

In the immortal words of helen Keller,

use; they are building it for fellow munici-

Changes in membership due to role chan-

“alone we can do so little; together we can

palities and housing Providers to streamline

ges or departures result in warm welcomes

do so much.”

program delivery. sharing is caring.

for newly appointed nominees and dele-

Interested in learning more about

The rFP process in 2014 was intensive and

gates. The Project manager, Tim labenek,

hCI? Please contact Tim labenek at

a learning curve for many. one municipality

unofficially moonlights as a social commit-

Tim.labenek@ottawa.ca.

[Waterloo] had to take the lead for the eight

tee leader, a moderator, a personal organ-

for issuing the rFP, and this meant that each

izer, and coach (and sometimes cheerleader

Robyn Gravelle is a Housing Initiatives

member had to relinquish a little bit of con-

when the hCI members engage in a friendly

Coordinator at Halton Region and a member

trol in purchasing and acquisition and allow

after work round of golf or all-you-can-eat

of the Housing Collaborative Initiative.

one purchasing department to carry out the

dinner), which keeps morale high and the

process, based on their process.

members engaged.

Collaboration takes a great deal of trust

as development begins, the hCI mem-

and communication. The hCI members must

bers will move beyond collaboration with

●

Tim Labenek is a senior Project Manager with
over 20 years experience in the public and
private sectors.
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❭❭Feature
CITy oF lonDon

hosTs 2015 mIsa
onTarIo ConFerenCe

T

aKInG PlaCe From may 31

downtown. since 1924, the Thames Valley

IOT/IOeT CISCO, who will share his thoughts

to June 1, 2015, mIsa ontario’s

Golf Course has treated golfers to “natural

on “The Internet of everything.” monday

annual conference is an event

topography of the land, pleasant and pictur-

evening will see the annual mIsa ontario

not to be missed. The conference

esque elevation changes, large mature tree

awards banquet, at which IT professionals

theme of “The Internet of Things” will open

lined fairways, and tricky undulating greens.”

from across the province come together to

discussion on the ideas that matter most to

For those who wish to forego the fairway, a

celebrate and honour their own.

IT professionals, from security to open data,

walking tour of the historic london city centre,

Journalist Jesse brown will open Tuesday’s

from leveraging machine-to-machine solution

with stops at local sights and eateries, will

program with a talk on “Productivity

to evolving smart cities.

surely delight.

& Collaboration in the age of Digital

The activities commence on sunday mor-

sunday evening’s opening reception will

Distraction,” while Wednesday’s activities will

ning when delegates and guests can choose

have the added feature of a special welcome

headline by former olympic athlete hayley

between golf and a scenic walk around the

for conference “First Timers,” with seasoned

Wickenheiser, who knows a thing or two about

historic City of london. This year’s golf tour-

conference-goers joining in later to enjoy

the topics of “Teamwork and success” that

nament will be at the Thames Valley Golf

drinks and snacks and networking with peers.

she will be addressing.

Course, which is located along the banks of

monday’s activities commence with a key-

the Thames river just 10 minutes from the

note address from Chris White, Global sVP

registration is now open, so sign up today

Image courtesy of London tourIsm

at ow.ly/KoQCD.
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●

Are you oﬀering your Citizens an Exceptional Digital Experience ?
Looking to revitalize
your web presence?

Constituents demanding
Exceptional Digital
Experience?

Outdated Web Content
Management System?

Hosted or on premise
web solution?

Paper forms a
challenge?

Partner with the Partho team leveraging their deep expertise in implementing new age municipal web
portals. Unleash the power of Gartner’s highest rated portal technology IBM WebSphere Portal for
hosted and on premise web solutions.

Responsive Design

Analytics

Rich Content

Social

Cloud

eForms

For more info visit: www.parthotechnologies.com/eGOV
Tel: (416) 993-5367, Email: info@parthotechnologies.com
739097_Partho.indd 1

732740_Onserve.indd 1

3/18/15 1:28 AM
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❭❭Feature

The arT
oF I.T. –

CraFTInG soluTIons
By Natalia Madden, County of Grande Prairie 2015 Conference Chair

T

aKInG PlaCe In banff, alberta, from may 20 to 22, 2015,

• The Art of Data.

mIsa Prairies’ 10th annual Conference is sure to attract a

In what ways can the data experts (through GIs or Databases) lever-

diverse group of IT Professionals from the public sector and

age their talents to create tools with impact? Creating a landscape for

the vendor community. The conference’s theme of “The art

integration and interoperability from the beginning of the project. IT

of I.T. – Crafting solutions” offers a new take on the profession. most of

needs to ensure we provide the correct supplies/materials/tools for others

us don’t see the hours of planning, the trials and errors, and the hard

to make their own art and that blending of the data that connects us all.

work of the artist who creates a masterpiece. Great art seems effortless,

• The Art of Collaboration.

and it’s the same with technology. From an elegant network to flexible

how do we craft solutions that facilitate inter-department collabora-

data standards, effortless automation or the blending of technology to

tions? When IT is working well, it is often under-appreciated: what

create a seamless user experience that inspires users to do more and

can we do to ensure we that have a mona lisa? What can be done to

think bigger, can be a work of art.

inspire participation from staff, council or public? how can we make

The three speaker streams for this conference are:
• The Art of Business and Technology.

IT more alluring to council or public?
The host team from the County of Grande Prairie has created some

What can we do to draw plans for systems that users want to

great sponsorship opportunities for the 2015 conference. Thank you to

use? Creating secure systems that even houdini would have trouble

our vendor community for your support and partnership. For additional

breaking into. Designing user interfaces that improve user accept-

details, please email misa2015@countygp.ab.ca.

ance and compliance. how do municipalities juggle legislation with

Registrations are still open – http://www.misa-asim.ca/?PR057

user requirements?

hope to see you in banff!

●

What’s New This Year?
We’ve designed and crafted great and fun
opportunities to network! We can’t wait
for you to arrive!
Table talks: Dedicated tables for you
Laura Vanags, the Banff centre

to meet for lunch and talk about topics
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of interest.
Interest Buttons: buttons to be added to
your lanyard to help facilitate networking.
Networking Power Walks (and runs):
Join the early-risers for a morning stroll (or
run) while making connections.

Content
management,
simpliﬁed.

“Ricoh manages our information, and with the storage and retrieval time saved,
we get to focus on our business – better serving the residents of Digby and councilors.”
–Tom Ossinger, Chief Administrative Ofﬁcer, Town of Digby

Providing value for government organizations
with document-driven processes.
Enterprise Content Management (ECM) from Ricoh helps you focus your time and energy where
it really matters: serving your customers.
Streamline information access, manage documents from any device, and auto-classify ﬁles
to comply with records policies. RCloud ECM also lets you integrate with other municipal
information systems, automate approval processes, and manage the Municipal Freedom
of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Harness the power of RCloud Enterprise
Content Management today.

Learn how Ricoh makes information work for you.

rcloudservices.ricoh.ca

❭❭Column
munICIPal neWs
aCross CanaDa
Hamilton Offering Open
Data as Part of Community
Maps Program
The City of hamilton has reached another milestone in its open
data sharing program through a new partnership with esri Canada
to deliver Geographic Information systems (GIs) data via their
Community maps program. Through this program, geographic
information can be published as community maps on arcGIs
online, a web site for finding and sharing GIs content and building communities.
hamilton joins almost 200 other public sector agencies across
the country in embracing this initiative. Please visit http://www.
arcgis.com/home/webmap/viewer.html to view the City of Hamilton
contribution to the Community maps program.
hamilton has previously released over 50 open data sets as
part of the open Data Pilot project. For more information, visit
www.hamilton.ca/open

City of Regina Launches
Immigration Website Portal
regina officially launched the Welcome to regina website, which
was designed specifically for immigrants, to provide them with the
information they need to succeed in regina.
The Province has provided the City with funds for a number of
initiatives to assist with settlement and integration, which includes
funds for an immigration portal. The municipal online Information
for Immigrants Grant program was funded through the Immigration
Portal agreement between Canada and saskatchewan, administered
by Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC); the City of regina
received $30,000 in total.
The website was developed in partnership with stakeholders based
on consultations with immigrants, immigrant-serving organizations
and partners and focuses on ease of navigation and provides firstpoint-of-contact that allows immigrants to find information and
sources they need to settle in regina.

City of Oshawa Launches bids.oshawa.ca
The City of oshawa has launched bids.oshawa.ca, a new bid oppor-

In addition, the new system provides a more efficient method to

tunities web portal for vendors and contractors. The new web portal

manage the City’s vendor database, including maintaining an inven-

provides vendors with easy, online access to view City of oshawa bid

tory of emergency vendors that could provide services or products in

and tender opportunities.

the event of an emergency.

each year, the City issues a wide range of bid opportunities for

To access the new web portal and view current bid opportunities,

various goods and services, from construction services to building

visit bids.oshawa.ca. For more information, contact Purchasing services

supplies to computer software and equipment. In 2014, the City issued

at 905-436-5637, by email at purchasing@oshawa.ca or in-person at

approximately 100 formal bid opportunities.

City hall, 7th Floor (50 Centre street south) during regular business

all bids are available free of charge at bids.oshawa.ca.

hours, monday to Friday between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.

registered vendors can subscribe to receive email notifications of

The new web portal, bids.oshawa.ca, is part of the City’s website

opportunities that are relevant to their selected categories of goods

redesign project. underway since Fall 2014, the new website will

and/or services.

launch in spring 2015.
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SIMPLIFYPROCESSES
Streamline Your Municipal Workﬂows
Quickly identify, locate, manage, and update all of your locational data to support municipal processes.
Intergraph®’s GeoMedia® Smart Client enables you to build conﬁgurable enterprise applications to
streamline your organization’s workﬂows. You can deploy easy-to-use, map-based, task-oriented web
applications for use in the ﬁeld or at your desk. By incorporating and leveraging your geospatial and
business data, you are better equipped to simplify those processes.
WWW.INTERGRAPH.CA/GOVT
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❭❭Governance Matters
anoTher looK aT IT
GoVernanCe – anD mIsa sIGs
who (individuals, committees) makes the decisions and
who is consulted or provides input. since this will vary by
type of decision, it requires identifying types IT decisions
(strategic, operational) and clarifying the processes and
responsibilities for each.
I also very much like the following definition from Gartner:
IT Governance is defined as the processes that ensure the
effective and efficient use of IT in enabling an organization
to achieve its goals. IT demand governance (ITDG—what
IT should work on) is the process by which organizations
ensure the effective evaluation, selection, prioritization, and
funding of competing IT investments; oversee their imple-

By Roy Wiseman,
Executive Director, MISA/ASIM Canada

mentation; and extract (measurable) business benefits. ITDG

a

supply-side governance (ITsG—how IT should do what it

Governance being implemented in the Cities of Toronto

similar to Gartner’s distinction between IT demand and supply

and hamilton. montreal is also reviewing their IT Governance pro-

governance, the CobIT5 Framework, adopted by the City of hamilton,

cesses and will be updating sIG members on their revised approach

distinguishes IT Governance from IT management as follows, and as

later in the year.

illustrated below:

is a business investment decision-making and oversight
process, and it is a business management responsibility. IT

reCenT TeleConFerenCe of the MISA/ASIM

does) is concerned with ensuring that the IT organization

Canada large municipalities special Interest Group

operates in an effective, efficient and compliant fashion,

(sIG) featured presentations on approaches to IT

and it is primarily a CIo responsibility.

sharing information on such topics is one of the benefits of participating in this sIG, in which the CIos of Canada’s larger municipalities
can learn directly from each other in areas of mutual concern.

What is IT Governance?
as one who implemented a not-very-successful approach to IT
Governance when I was at Peel region, I am fully aware of the difficulty of “getting it right.”
The following definition of IT Governance is adapted from the
sloan-mIT work in this area.
IT Governance is about how (structures, committees, processes) and by whom IT decisions are made. This includes
28
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Governance ensures that enterprise objectives are

overlook the resulting inefficiencies. as a result, many organizations

achieved by evaluating business needs, setting direction

have embarked on initiatives to rationalize their application portfolios,

through prioritising those needs and options, and then

often with prodding from audit reports.

monitoring performance, compliance and progress against
agreed directions.

Why IT Governance Now

Management plans, builds, runs and monitors activities

In addition to dealing with the proliferation of redundant or duplicative

in alignment with the direction set by the governance body

applications, another factor driving renewed interest in IT Governance

to achieve enterprise objectives.

has been the increasing importance of IT to the success of the organization. at least since the emergence of e-Government in the early

IT Governance versus IT Centralization

2000’s, IT has increasingly been asked to support (or even champion)

In their presentations to the large municipalities sIG, both hamilton

corporate-wide initiatives, which cut across all departments. With such

and Toronto noted that attempts to implement IT Governance can be

applications, the single-department sponsorship model breaks down

misinterpreted trying to centralize IT. While a goal of IT Governance is

and the need for a new model of IT decision making is required – one

usually to ensure that a corporate lens is applied to IT decision-making,

which is more collegial form, balancing corporate priorities against

which implies centralizing (to some degree) IT decision-making – the

the needs of individual departments.

actual delivery of IT services (the management realm in the above
diagram) – may still be centralized, distributed or (most likely in

IT Governance and Bureaucracy

municipalities) a hybrid model.

but just as the modern state imposed new democratic structures
and processes for decision-making, which were more cumbersome

IT Decision Making: Feudal Model

than rule by feudal lords, IT Governance is often criticized as being

Without some form of IT Governance, IT decision-making in most

excessively bureaucratic. Decisions which used to be made in hallway

municipalities has often followed what sloan-mIT refers to as the

conversations or quick meetings between IT and business leaders,

“feudal model.” The IT leader (CIo) tries to balance competing

now require formal business cases, committees and related structures

demands from the feudal lords (individual business leaders), while at

and processes.

the same time trying to address corporate needs. In such a business
model, evaluation of IT performance may be largely based on informal
feedback from business leaders, based on how well they feel that IT has
been addressing their individual needs. IT’s corporate role may receive

Project Type

Criteria/Example

Governing Body

eCity

Transformational
Impacts multiple divisions
Contributes to eCity
strategy
example: Time and
attendance

eCity steering
Committee

IT Foundational

CIo
run and Grow
establishes or maintains
foundational IT technology
example: Desktop
software lifecycle
management

Division specific
(Delivered by IT)

specific to a single
division’s needs
Delivered primarily by
I&T Division
example: municipal
licensing self service

CIo

Division specific
(Delivered by the
Division)

specific to a single
division’s needs
Delivered primarily by
the Division
example: elections
Information system

business leader

little recognition or value in such evaluations, since there is frequently
no one representing or providing feedback on this perspective.
While the feudal business model (with IT attempting to serve
multiple masters) has deep roots, a number of factors have caused
municipalities to look at alternatives. as both the costs and importance of IT have continued to escalate, it has become apparent that
the feudal model results in corporate inefficiencies, even if it satisfies the needs of the individual business leaders. as one example,
an Internal audit report in my former municipality identified eight
different timekeeping systems, with three different systems within
a single line of business. another time, we were unable to persuade
three departments to collaborate on a single aVl (automatic Vehicle
location) system.
even when IT tries to make the case for a single system, such
situations are inevitable where the ultimate decisions are made by
business leaders based on what they think is best for their own unit,
rather than what is best for the organization as a whole. This leaves IT
leadership with a choice between implementing their decisions or being
accused of lacking a commitment to customer service (the customer is
always right). as such situations multiply, it becomes more difficult to
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of course, one can equally describe such structures and processes as

more importantly, it illustrates the type of information being shared

providing discipline and clarity around decision-making. nevertheless,

by the members of mIsa’s large municipalities sIG – and in other

the key to effective IT Governance is finding the right balance between

mIsa sIGs at both a national and chapter level.

structure and efficiency.

as another example, there has been considerable discussion at

In this regard, the City of Toronto goals for a revised IT Governance

both the large municipalities sIG and the recreation registration

Process (simplification, clearer accountability, improved decision

software Working Group of the issues arising from the decision of

making and a more flexible, risk-based approach) directly addressed

active networks to support only a cloud-based solution in future

this perception (or, possibly, reality) of bureaucratic overkill.

releases of its widely used recreation software. The City of Vancouver

Consistent with these objectives, Toronto’s revised process categor-

shared experiences from its rFP, contract negotiation and the early

izes four types of IT projects, with associated governance responsibil-

stages of implementation of active’s cloud-based solution. mississauga,

ity, as follows:

halifax and london have been sharing progress on their respective

as implied by this table, the revised process streamlines decision-

rFI and rFP processes, as the situation allows in each case. such

making for all but the most significant, corporate transformational

discussions have been extremely valuable to others who are less

projects. It should also be noted that the Governance responsibility in

advanced in their respective processes and may well lead to some

the above table refers to “directing and overseeing IT strategies and

type of shared procurement process.

investments”: the Governance layer in the CobIT diagram.
In addition, projects are further categorized into high and low risk,
based on criteria including cost, duration, public or internally facing,
privacy implications, number of divisions affected and technical
complexity (established versus new or emerging technologies). once
projects are funded and approved, additional committees provide

effective information sharing has four key requirements:
1. an active group who can identify topics of mutual interest;
2. “leading” municipalities who are willing to share their experiences – as hamilton, Toronto, Vancouver and others have done;
3. an engaged audience who can participate in question and answer
sessions, as well as contributing their own experiences;

oversight for the management and execution of high-risk projects.

4. an organization to coordinate, host and support such discussions,

These can be thought of as portfolio management type functions:

for example, scheduling meetings, arranging web and voice con-

resolving project issues and conflicts, conducting technical and busi-

ferencing, preparing agendas, taking notes, creating a group room

ness reviews at key milestones (“project gates”). however, consistent

for sharing documents, etc.

with the principle of tying the level of oversight to project risk, low-risk

while MISA (MISA/ASIM Canada or our MISA or RIMQ chapters)

projects are not generally subject to further approvals and are required

are continuously improving our capabilities for coordinating and

primarily to report their status.

supporting sIGs, the remaining requirements rely on our members.
In this regard, after a somewhat bumpy start, the MISA/ASIM

MISA Information Sharing

Canada large municipalities sIG seems to be finding its footing.

The above merely scratches the surface of the information contained

under the leadership of rob meikle, City of Toronto CIo, we have now

in the Toronto and hamilton presentations. For those interested in

scheduled regular bi-monthly meetings for the remainder of the year,

further details, more information is available in the presentations

so that participating municipalities can put these in the calendars

(posted in the large municipalities Group room on the mIsa web

well in advance.

site) or from the respective Cities.

If you represent a large municipality, or if you just feel that you
would benefit from participating in a discussion of issues (such as
those noted here) of interest to larger municipal IT organizations,




we encourage you to participate in this sIG. (The formal criteria
for membership—cities with populations over 300,000; counties,

 

districts or regions with populations over 500,000—should be seen

        

as just a guideline.) similarly, given that the IT leader (CIo, IT

  !!  %$! & ' (
"  #$ 
) * "'

   ! + , -!* ! .*!*

* /

Director) may not always be able to attend, we invite and encourage
participation by another representative who can contribute to the
discussion of the day.
In summary, the success of our sIGs depends ultimately on your
participation and contributions. Put the dates (also posted on the
mIsa web site) in your calendar and make it a point to attend. you

       

will quickly find that it is worth your time to do so.
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